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Problem:
• User business value on tests not clear
• EUAG consolidated request and timeframe
• Tests not timely

Ideas on Solution:
• EUAG test priorities delivered with Use Case Community dates
• EUAG tests become entrance into the carrier’s labs
• Paid validation to encourage business ecosystem which will be incented to deliver test in a timely manner
ONAP-OPNFV-CVC Organization Structure

- ONAP Modeling
- ONAP VNF packaging
- ONAP Requirements
- Wireshark
  Other open source tools

- OPNFV Dovetail
  Test results
- OPNFV Functest
  Run Tests
- ONAP Tooling
  VNFSDK

- CVC
  Tooling
  (ONAP VNFS DK; OP NFV Dovetail/auto)

- OPNFV Test Scripts
- ONAP Test Scripts (new)
  Heat, Tosca, Helm,...
  VNFS DK, VVP
Next Steps

• Heather to map ONAP/OPNFV tools to this workflow
• Category of testing priorities
• EUG kickoff
• Still need to work Interop/Integration details
• Create a specific use case to test the workflow
Test Architecture
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